Notes based on talk given by Fr Richard Rohr entitled:-

What is the Emerging Church?
A possible new beginning.
The nature of institutions is to become preoccupied with self-maintenance, self- preservation and self-perpetuation.
(as illustrated in the story of the Life Saving Station)

What is emerging:1. In recent years there is honest, broad, ecumenical Jesus scholarship that is finding a strong consensus about what
the Gospel is really about.
2. There is evidence of advancement in human consciousness, an emerging contemplative, non-dualistic mind, that
allows the whole field of reality to teach us.
3. The major concerns of Jesus are a lot different than the concerns emphasized by today's churches. How did we
get this far from Jesus? What is emerging is a more humble approach to this question, not in an angry, adversarial
way; rather in a hopeful, prayerful way. Not kicking out tradition. This is very different from any previous
reformations.
4. A new type of reformation. What seems to be slowly emerging is a new community way of doing reform, through
other complimentary structures. However, this does not mean creating new denominations. We don't need more
denominations .This appears to be a new notion on how to reform things.
In the talk Fr. Richard delves into each of these four areas to examine more closely what he has observed happening
in many parts of the world. He definitely sees the fruits of the Holy Spirit at work in the broad field of what is being
called “The Emerging Church". This talk is a clear and very helpful introduction to this dynamic new phenomenon.

1. Honest, Broad, Ecumenical Jesus Scholarship
Seminary training in the various churches has tended to provide people with denominational propaganda rather
than primarily equip them as ‘ministers of the Gospel’ as opposed to ‘ministers of the church’.
More ‘Churchianity’ than ‘Christianity’. For example arguing the seven sacraments.
In other words, there has more a focus on the container rather than the contents.
Being good at languages was considered a prerequisite for being good at scripture scholarship, particularly Hebrew
and Greek (and Latin). Yet Jesus spoke none of these languages (and Latin was the language of his oppressor), so his
exact words cannot be known. What emerged and is emerging is a reading of scripture through the eyes of cultural
anthropology. i.e. understanding the culture of Jesus’ time and the context in which he lived, spoke and ministered.
There is now a recognition that almost all scriptural interpretation, scholarship, preaching and teaching has been
done by white, over-educated, European or North American, males, and many of them celibate. What is emerging
are new lenses through which the scriptures are being read, e.g. through the lenses of women, the poor and
marginalised (Latin America and Africa), Black people, Gay people, the Jewish lens (Jesus was not a Christian. Did
Jesus really intend Christianity or was his intention to reform his Jewish tradition, and through that, reform all
religion. Jesus’ critique of his Jewish religion was/is really quite shocking). Also more lately there is the lens of
‘Sincere secular seekers’ with no church baggage or agenda (the non-churchy lens).

2. The New Contemplative Mind (a new level of consciousness)
A contemplative mind is the mind that emerges when we pray before thinking. It moves us beyond fear, judgement,

agenda, and analysis. It takes in the whole field and not just what we can process, understand and agree with. It is
the capacity to live with mystery; with not knowing. It doesn’t jump to quick, fixed opinions which only serve to
close down dialogue and respect. Hence it values conversation as a route to transformation.
While contemplation was natural to earlier generations that were close to nature and was also taught systematically
up until the 14th century, it was eventually overshadowed by the rationality of the enlightenment and the industrial
revolution (still important and necessary stages of the human journey). It is now being rediscovered and is not the
reserve of any one group or denomination. It is finding an acceptance among evangelicals (and even in a sense in
the secular scene through ‘mindfulness’).
The contemplative mind can use the Scriptures not in an adversarial way to prove ourselves right and others wrong,
or to convert the Nations, which makes the sometimes wrongful assumption that I, myself am converted.
With this new mind religion becomes an open quest rather than a fixed conclusion. (Less dogmatic).

3. The concerns of Jesus vs the concerns of the contemporary Church
There is a recognition that the ‘non-negotiables’ of the contemporary Church are at major variance with what Jesus
clearly emphasised.
THE CONCERNS OF JESUS
Non-violence.
Peace-making.
Forgiveness.
Love of enemies (could have changed history).
Justice, generosity and a bias for poor and marginalised.
A consistent message of ‘inclusivity’. (could be said, Jesus
was crucified because of who he ate with – challenging
church and state systems).
Removing shame and guilt.

THE CONCERNS OF THE CONTEMPORARY CHURCH
Pro-life (as recently defined).
Stem-cell research (as recently defined).
Contraception.
Homosexuality.
Personal salvation.
Prioritising exclusionary belief and belonging systems.
over inclusion e.g. using Eucharist as a test of orthodoxy.
Catholic guilt.

4. New Complementary Structures
Any new complementary structures to support this Emerging Church expression of faith can’t be in opposition to
existing church structures. (otherwise its just another ‘Life Saving Station’ as in story). They need to be in parallel,
symbiotic relationship with existing church structures. Don’t sit on tradition- Build on it! Transcend and include!
The ego forms itself by being against things. Don’t feed the ego with oppositional energy.
We need a new kind of reformation that doesn’t react, rebel, or hate anything. A spiritual reformation cannot be
achieved by hating). Know what you are for; what you believe in; and what you have fallen in love with.
Rather, the best criticism of the bad is the practice of the better. Just do it better.
Adopt the strategy of double belonging if necessary for survival of faith and practice. A grateful foot in two camps,
without necessarily, or permanently leaving the historical tradition.
New structures can take many forms and can be seen as ‘critical communities’ or ‘transformational systems’ rather
than the ‘belonging and believing systems’ of the past where people idealised the top, and just believed things that
they were given by external authority (usually highly academic, dogmatic, moralistic, but not transformative).
Ministry and leadership in the emerging church should be measured not by solely by office, but by effectiveness and
competence. Does it work? Is it transforming anything.

